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Pro ASP.NET MVC 4Apress, 2012

	The ASP.NET MVC 4 Framework is the latest evolution of Microsoft’s ASP.NET web platform. It provides a high-productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture, test-driven development, and powerful extensibility, combined with all the benefits of ASP.NET.


	ASP.NET MVC 4 contains a number of significant...
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Light Field Sampling (Synthesis Lectures on Image, Video, and Multimedia Processing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006
Light field is one of the most representative image-based rendering techniques that generate novel virtual views from images instead of 3D models. The light field capture and rendering process can be considered as a procedure of sampling the light rays in the space and interpolating those in novel views. As a result, light field can be studied as a...
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Programming 3D Applications with HTML5 and WebGL: 3D Animation and Visualization for Web PagesO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Create high-performance, visually stunning 3D applications for the Web, using HTML5 and related technologies such as CSS3 and WebGL—the emerging web graphics standard. With this book, you’ll learn how to use the tools, frameworks, and libraries for building 3D models and animations, mind-blowing visual effects, and...
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Visualization Handbook, First EditionAcademic Press, 2004
The field of visualization is focused on creating images that convey salient information about
underlying data and processes. In the past three decades, the field has seen unprecedented
growth in computational and acquisition technologies,
which has resulted in an increased ability both to sense the physical world with
very...
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Mastering Autodesk VIZ 2005Sybex, 2004
Experience the Full Range of VIZ 2005's Powerful Tools
   Creating hyper-realistic 3D visualizations of your designs just got easier with Autodesk VIZ 2005. Using its enhanced rendering technology, architectural materials, software interoperability, surface modeling tools, and user interface, you’ll work more efficiently...
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Rethink: A Business Manifesto for Cutting Costs and Boosting InnovationFT Press, 2009

	It's the trap that ensnares virtually every business. We focus on process: "how" we're doing the job. And we forget about the bigger issue: "what" we're doing and "why" we're doing it. That's why we're leaving so much value on the table. In Rethink, business architect Ric Merrifield...
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AutoCAD 2011 Tutor for Engineering GraphicsAutodesk Press, 2010


	Engineering graphics is the process of defining an object graphically before it is constructed

	and used by consumers. Previously, this process for producing a drawing involved

	the use of drawing aids such as pencils, ink pens, triangles, T-squares, and so

	forth to place an idea on paper before making changes and producing blue-line...
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OpenGL InsightsAK Peter, 2012

	OpenGL is not a single API anymore. OpenGL has involved into a family of APIs, with OpenGL, OpenGL ES, and WebGL being closely related siblings that enable application developers to write and deploy graphics applications on a wide variety of platforms and operating systems. OpenGL has become an ecosystem; 3D graphics is truly everywhere now....
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Real World Print ProductionPeachpit Press, 2006
What you see is not always what you geta truism that's nowhere more apparent than in print production, where what you see on screen is often a far cry from what comes out on the printed page. Here to help you avoid the production problems that plague many projects is a comprehensive guide to print production from one of the field's top...
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SketchUp 7.1 for Architectural Visualization: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	Google SketchUp, the most popular architectural software package, is used by millions of architects and visualizers throughout the world. But what you may not know is that it's also the most powerful 3D design software on the market. With this book in hand and patented technology such as the PhotoMatch, Push-Pull, and Face-me components...
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iOS UICollectionView: The Complete Guide (2nd Edition) (Mobile Programming)Pearson Education, 2014

	Fully updated for iOS 7, iOS UICollectionView: The Complete Guide, Second Edition will help you build highly immersive, cutting-edge iOS user interfaces that transform your apps from good to great! Ash Furrow...
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3D Graphics for Game ProgrammingCRC Press, 2011


	Many of computer graphics classes in colleges are focused on real-time rendering

	and animation. However, it is not easy to nd an appropriate textbook,

	which presents the state of the art in interactive graphics, is balanced between

	theory and practicality, and is of a proper length to be covered in a semester.

	This book is...
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